
ADMINISTRATION SERVICES

To explore the peace of mind that SafeBox can bring to you, please 
contact a member of our team.

HMRC is increasingly launching enquiries into self-assessments and will contact individuals directly about their tax matters, in 
the form of a request for information or an enquiry letter. A letter may be received by an individual enquiring into the 
self-assessment many years after it was submitted. The enquiry letter will often be unclear as to what issue HMRC is reviewing. 
Many people complain that the enquiry letters are not only confusing, but are often threatening. Faced with the requirement to 
recover historical �nancial information can leave an individual feeling extremely anxious and isolated. 

We have extensive experience in o�ering tax enquiry support to individuals who have structured their earnings through loan 
based tax planning or other payroll solutions. Through our support we have helped many individuals with the burden of 
corresponding with HMRC. Working with our client, we establish the nature of the enquiry and discuss the likely steps in the 
process. Providing such support gives the client con�dence that the steps being taken are correct and can respond to the 
situation quickly.

HMRC has concentrated on increasing the number of inspectors it employs, and this in conjunction with the use of sophisticated 
data mining methods means, now more than ever, individuals who are working on a contract basis need to have the relevant 
professional support to respond to a tax enquiry quickly. Our SafeBox service is your tax enquiry data bank. SafeBox will provide 
you with assistance to understand the requests made by HMRC so that they can respond in an appropriate and timely manner.

Response Letter
We will help you draft a professional response letter.

Data Collection
We will assist you in gathering the relevant information relating to your enquiry, ensuring you can respond to 
HMRC requests quickly.

Legislation Update
We will keep you up to speed with any proposed legislation changes that could impact on your situation.

Counsel Opinion
We will  share Counsel Opinion relating to proposed legislation changes when available.

Budget Update
Specific legislation targeted at tax planning is usually published after the Budget and we will update you on these 
changes as they are published.

A Network of Advisers
Where your situation is more complex we can put you in touch with a network of specialist advisers to assist you 
in resolving your tax issues.

Here’s how SafeBox will help you:

SafeBox is a service provided by PTS Limited. SafeBox is available for a one o� fee of £150.

YOUR TAX ENQUIRY DATA BANK

0845 8685 886enquiries@pts-tax.com


